Illuminate Your Audience
With Teachings on
Grounded Spirituality

“

When Kisma speaks, people light up...
Kisma is one of today’s top spiritual teachers and thought leaders. Toby Alexander

As a modern day spiritual teacher and thought leader, Kisma
focuses on bringing grounded spiritual teachings to entrepreneurs,
corporations and individuals who seek alignment of life, business
and purpose. Her harmonization systems solve and resolve limiting
beliefs and negative programs so that you can have clarity, certainty,
conﬁdence and success.
Kisma Orbovich is founder and CEO of Illumination Academy™,
home base for the most uniquely developed and signiﬁcant trainings
and courses for spirituality, meditation, business building and Self
Mastery. She has been referred to as one of the most prominent
thought leaders of today and devotes herself to teaching others
how to understand their life purpose and live with true freedom..
For most of her life, Kisma was found on stage as an award winner
ﬂutist- performing world-wide whether in orchestras, chamber
music groups or as a soloist. Now she ﬁnds herself onstage teaching
and sharing the symphony of energy, quantum elevation, spirituality
and co-creation that exists in our reality today.
Her soon to be released book A New Sense of Self, is based upon her
travels across the globe seeking the highest teachings on the planet.
Kisma is co-host with her partner Nick Hansinger of the award
winning Illumination Podcast- bringing ancient technologies for
modern day success into the homes of people worldwide.

“

SPEAKING TOPICS
The 3 Keys to a Highly Successful
Business & Life For More Positivity,
Productivity and Alignment.
Discover the 3 ancient keys 99%
of performance and success coaches
have never heard about...
How to Discover Your Life Purpose
So You Can Experience Fulﬁllment and
Success. Align with your mission and
invite more freedom and achievement
into your life.
The Master Key to Intuition & Success
Learn the Highest Teachings on Intuition.
Heighten your intuition for greater
ﬂexibility, rapid decision making and
ultimate success and freedom.

Kisma has helped me identify and clear limiting beliefs and blocks. I expanded into new arenas of self-discovery
and understanding my target audience. My monthly income increased after implementing the strategies Kisma
outlined. I am indebted to her genius, intuitive insight, and overall caring. Anyone looking to expand their life or
business should take advantage–she is a gem! Dr. Anne Deatly, Energy Medicine, CEO Quantum Breakthrough

Book Kisma Now at KismaAwake.com or Call (313) 401-9623.

